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1. Introduction 

 

Energy consumption has become a primary issue recently with growing social interest in 

global climate change. Accordingly, energy performance of a building is considered important 

and the architecture field is developing various energy simulation tools which support 

building energy assessment. Different simulation tools have different characteristics 

including their pros and cons. Understanding the specialties of each software is the first step 

of energy simulation and energy-efficient design. This report will explore energy simulation 

programs in common use, and test them on our energy study of the target building. Our 

target building is the Mason Building at Georgia Institute of Technology, located in the center 

of campus. The Department of Civil Engineering uses this building for its research and classes. 

It is a historical building built in 1969 and renovated in 2013.  

 

 
 

    
 

   Figure 1. Main entrance of the Mason Building         Figure 2. Sub-entrance of the Mason Building  

  
 

   
 

  Figure 3. Aerial photo of the site                Figure 4. Site location on campus 
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The actual status of the building can be summarized as follows:      

   

A. Location: 790 Atlantic Drive, Atlanta, Georgia 

B. Construction year: 1969, 2013 (renovation) 

C. Program: College education, research (offices, laboratories, classrooms, faculty offices) 

D. Structure: Reinforced concrete 

E. Exterior Finish: White paint on concrete wall, masonry 

F. Footprint Area: 2,987 m² (32,150 sf) 

G. Gross Floor Area: 8,694 m² (93,576 sf), 7,600 m² without basement area 

H. Building Height: 2F (9.6m) /5F (25m) 

 

 

 2. Existing Condition Analysis  

 

The main programs of the Mason Building are research and education. Classrooms, 

laboratories, faculty rooms and administration offices are grouped along the program, and 

connected to public and service areas such as lobby, halls or corridors. The building is a 

combination of two main volumes: one L-shape volume (2-story) and a tower (5-story).  

 

 
Figure 5. 3D volume of the Mason Building 

 

The ground floor (basement) consists of electrical, mechanical and storage rooms. A 

reinforced concrete core, which contains a staircase and an elevator shaft, vertically 

connects all of the floors from the basement to the fifth floor of the tower. The main 

entrance and lobby are located on the first floor. Five staircases link the first and second 

floors, and two of them continue to the fifth floor. The second floor mainly comprises an 

office area while the third and fourth floor comprise mostly classrooms and laboratories. 

The top floor of the Mason Building consists of office rooms and two laboratories.  
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Figure 6. The plans and zoning of the Mason Building  
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The building façade finish material is white paint on concrete, but lower part is finished 

with masonry. Total building facade area is 4946 m^2, total window area is 560 m^2. 

Therefore, the average window ratio of the Mason Building is about 12%.   

     
           

                                      

 Total façade area: 1,388m^2  

- Window: 150 m^2 

- Masonry: 280 m^2 

- Concrete: 958 m^2 

 

 

 

                                     <South Elevation> 

   

                                      

 Total façade area: 1,388m^2  

- Window: 180 m^2 

- Masonry: 284 m^2 

- Concrete: 924 m^2 

 

 

 

                                     <North Elevation> 

 

 

   

 

 Total façade area: 1,019m^2  

- Window: 110 m^2 

- Masonry: 225 m^2 

- Concrete: 684 m^2 

                           

                              

                                     <West Elevation> 

             

  

                       

 

 Total façade area: 1,151m^2  

- Window: 120 m^2 

- Masonry: 160 m^2 

- Concrete: 871 m^2 

 

 

                      

                              <East Elevation> 

 

 

Figure 7. Elevations and the area calculations per material  
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Energy Star Portfolio Manager determined the target EUI (energy use intensity) of the 

Mason Building in order to obtain an Energy Star score of 75 and 50. (Since university 

buildings are not included in the calculation categories, we chose a percentile option). To 

achieve a score of 75, the site EUI of the Mason Building must reach 27.5 kBTU/sf (85 

kWh/m²), and to achieve a score of 50, it must reach 54.2 kBTU/sf (171 kWh/m²). 

According to EPC result, the actual score of the Mason building is about 65 (118 kWh/m²).    

Our target EUI calculation assumes the following: 

 

A. Building operation hours: 100hr/week  

      B.  Number of full time users: 500  

C.  Number of computers: 100  

 

      
        Figure 8. Target EUI - score 75                    Figure 9. Target EUI - score 50

 

 

Energy consumption of a building highly depends on the weather condition of the site. This 

is because heating and cooling load constitutes more than half of the average energy use 

of a building. Therefore, minimizing the heating and cooling load is essential to reduce the 

energy consumption, and its first step is precise local climate analysis. We used the Ecotect 

program for local climate studies of our building site.  

 

According to Ecotect solar analysis, the building has high solar exposure in the summer. 

Since the surrounding buildings are low, the Mason Building is not well protected from the 

harsh summer sunlight of Atlanta. In particular, the south-facing surface of the tower is 

exposed to direct sunlight while neighboring buildings and trees provide shading to the 

first and second floor surface. Wind analysis shows that the prevailing east wind speed is 

30-40km/hr, which indicates that the site lies within mild wind condition.   
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      Figure 12. Exposure to sunlight - summer           Figure 13. Exposure to sunlight – winter 
 
 

               
 
        Figure 14. Shading analysis – summer              Figure 15. Shading analysis – winter    
 
 

           
 

 Figure 16. Wind analysis – summer       Figure 17. Winter analysis – winter    
 

 

 

 

3. Energy Simulation Study 
 

 

1) EPC (energy performance coefficient) Calculation 

 

For the first energy simulation study, we used EPC calculator. To begin with, we divided the 

building plan into four zones - classrooms, offices, laboratories and common areas. 

Because of a lack of information, we assumed the following: 
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- MEP rooms, staircases are not conditioned.  

- Roof: 6” concrete + 1” insulation, Wall: 10” concrete 

- Building main operation hour: 8am - 6pm 

- Reference (for the comparison): Office (commercial).       

                     

 
Figure 18. EPC Calculator building input -1 (system) 
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Figure 19. EPC Calculator building input -2 (pattern of use, design) 
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Since we did not have information about mechanical system of the building, we used the 

reference values classified per type of the building, introduced in the EPC calculator. 

Likewise, most parts of the building use scenario was based on assumptions. Since the 

objective of this study was a comparison of the energy simulation results, the information 

did not need to be detailed if the cases were assigned the same values for uncertain parts. 

The EPC calculator results demonstrated that actual EUI of the Mason Building was about 

1.07 times more than the average of other reference buildings.     

   

     
 
                          Figure 20. The results of the EPC calculation 

 

 

2) IES Simulation 

 

Next step was the advanced IES (integrated environmental solution) simulation. We built 

the simulation environment according to EPC calculator inputs and our assumptions. The 

detailed information library of IES helped us to set up the project templates. The new 

template of the Mason Building (i.e., the construction type, the user scenario, the HVAC 

system, the thermal setting) was assigned to Office, Lab, Classroom and Common Area 

groups. For the data in the template, we added the same values to the EPC calculation. For 

example, we applied VAV system for HVAC, 21°C (heating)/ 24°C (cooling) for the 

temperature set points, and 8am to 6pm for the building operation hours.  
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Figure 21. Simplified Sketch-up model for the IES simulation 

 

 
Figure 22. Imported IES model 

 

 
Figure 23. HVAC system sizing 
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The IES simulation yielded 118 kWh/m² (EUI) for the Mason building energy consumption.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 24. IES simulation results 
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3) eQUEST Simulation 

 

eQUEST is a simulation program developed by DOE (Department of Energy) aiming easy 

and quick energy simulation in early design stage, accessible by all of project team 

members. Our third trial was this eQUEST simulation. Since this program did not have 3D 

model import option, we redrew the whole building according to the footprint that are 

drawn in the AutoCAD. The zoning of each floor is mainly based on the functionality 

although the orientation of the building should also be an important factor that should be 

considered in zoning.  

 

Establishing model in eQUEST is a simple and straightforward procedure. The building 

modeler could easily input several most important parameters following the procedures 

described in the wizard. However, we could also find that there are many drawbacks about 

the design of the program. One of the most important one is design of the wizard data 

edit model (in which we input the building parameters) and the detailed data edit model 

(in which we input the detailed occupancy, lighting, appliance schedule and the coordinate 

of vertex of each floor).  

 

We observed a problem that every time the user switch back to the wizard data edit model, 

all the input at detailed data edit model will be lost. It is not clear that the programmer 

intentionally make this or not. If it is intentionally designed, the eQuest seems to push us 

to follow exactly the procedures specified by them (so it will be very costly do reverse 

some of them). But this still causes inconvenience for building modelers. And since it is a 

simple program, we lose many freedom to do some hacking during the simulation process. 

The figures below show the models drawn in eQuest. 

 

 
Figure 24. 2D drawing by Design Development Wizard 
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Figure 25. 3D eQUEST model of Mason Building  

   

For the final result of eQUEST, it yielded 1144 kWh electricity consumption and 1294 Mbtu 

gas consumption, as shown in the table below. Further elaboration about the result will be 

provided in the comparative analysis part of the report. 

 

 
 

Figure 26. eQUEST simulation results  
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Figure 27. eQUEST simulation results in detail  

 

 

4) Design Builder + Energy Plus Simulation 

 

Designer Builder is a 3D modeler that could export IDF file for Energy plus engine for the 

simulation. Design Builder is a mature commercial software that has a very good user 

interface, in which you can easily find out where to input parameters you want as long as 

the user understand the hierarchy structure of design builder. During the process of 

establishing design builder model, all the inputs are kept consistent with the models 

established before for comparison.  

 

Two models are established for the Mason building. For the simple version of the model 

that is established for heating/cooling load estimate, the HVAC option of the model is set 

to simple. While for the HVAC option is set to detail to get the energy consumption of the 

building (including delivered energy and site energy). The standard VAV box system is 

utilized in the building and it is assumed that only one AHU serves the whole during the 

model establishment process.  

 

This customization ability of Design Builder when establishing HVAC, which could be 

considered as one of the most important and complicated system of the building. Using 

line connection to establish the system is easy to understand and convenient to use. The 

final version of established model in design builder is shown in the Figure 27. The building 

is drawn tracing the CAD drawing and internal partition is drawn later within the block. 

Later, both two versions of models are exported as input for simulation in Energy Plus. 
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                         Figure 27. Design Builder simulation model  

 

 

 

 
 

Table 1. Energy Plus simulation results 
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5) Comparison of the simulation results 
 

To find the value of Energy Demand, Energy Delivered and Primary Energy, we used the 

following sections of each program:  

 

 

 EPC calculator IES eQUEST Energy Plus 

EPC 1  

(Energy 

Need) 

Result tab: 

Qdesign Heat  

+ Qdesign Cool 

Vista – Loads –  

Heating Plant &  

Cooling Plant 

Tab LS – F:  

Building Monthly Load 

Component 

Variables table 

after simulation in 

Energy Plus 

EPC 2  

(Energy 

Delivered) 

Result tab:  

Edesign, del 

Vista – Energy –  

Total energy by 

fuel 

Summary Report 

 

Summary Table of 

Energy Plus engine 

 

EPC 3  

(Primary 

Energy) 

Result tab:  

Edesign, p 
Not given. 

Building Energy  

Performance Tab: 

Site Energy 

 

Summary Table of 

Energy Plus engine 

 

                                                               

Table 2. Source of EPC calculations 

 

 

Since IES program does not yield EPC 3 (Primary Energy) in its results, EPC 3 is derived from 

the following calculation:  

 

32(gas consumption)*1.09 + 86(electricity consumption)*3.39 = 326 

 

The primary energy factors for gas and electricity in the EPC calculator are 1.09 and 3.39, 

respectively. The simulation results of the EPC calculator, IES, eQUEST, and Energy Plus are 

summarized in the table below:   

 

                                                             *unit: kWh/ (m²*yr) 

 

Table 3. Comparison of simulation results 

 

 EPC Calculator IES eQUEST Energy Plus 

EPC 1  

(Energy Need) 
64 77 98 66 

EPC 2 

(Energy Delivered) 
118 118 174 150 

EPC 3 

(Primary Energy) 
381 (326) 379 448 
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The detailed contents of EPC 1 and EPC 2 are as follows: 
 

                                                               *unit: kWh/(m²*yr) 

 

Table 4. Comparison of simulation result details 

 

 

For the comparison among EPC, IES, eQuest and Energy Plus, IES is set as our baseline model 

since the model has been established last semester and under a lot of help and refinement 

from TAs in the class.  

 

For the first place, we compare the Energy Need calculated from different tools. In Figure 29, 

we can see that the total building load difference between different tools is not large except for 

the eQUEST. To be more specifically, if we see the heating load comparison in Figure 30 and 

cooling load in Figure 31 below, the heating load values do not have big discrepancy among IES, 

eQuest and Energy Plus. However, the EPC calculator gives a very low value about heating load.  

 

We can infer that it is because of the building shape input method in EPC Calculator. While other 

tools use 3D models for the simulation, EPC Calculator only uses the dimensions of the building 

instead of 3D model. Also, only one dimension is allowed as a height input, thus, average height 

is used for a complex-shape building with different heights. As a result, for the Mason building, 

the EPC calculator read the building as a cubic volume with its average height.     

 

 

 
 

Figure 28. Comparison of the Mason building shape and the simulated shape in EPC Calculator  

  EPC calculator IES eQUEST Energy Plus 

EPC 1  

(Energy Need) 

Heating  4 25 22 18 

Cooling 60 52 75 48 

EPC 2 

(Energy Delivered) 

Gas 15 40 43 41 

Electricity 103 78 131 109 
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For the cooling load, EPC calculator, IES and Energy Plus all give out similar results (within 20% 

difference) except that the eQUEST gives a comparably high cooling load. And this directly 

causes the total energy need calculated from eQuest exceed 27% percent of our baseline. 

Considering we have spent efforts ensuring all the parameters mentioned in part (4) are 

consistent, the results might need to be within 20% range each other. After further check, we 

found that although we have chosen the same types of construction in IES and eQUEST, the U-

value of the same material (stored in different simulation tools’ material library) used in 

calculation is quite different, which causes the discrepancy in the load calculation. Especially 

when it comes to the U-value of the window, the difference is significant and hard to adjust 

between IES and eQuest.  

 

We can observe the same problem about U-value between EPC Calculator and IES. The U-values 

in the material library in EPC Calculator and IES have significant difference even though the 

sample material has the same property and the dimension. For example, the U-value of 6-inch 

concrete roof with 1-inch insulation is 0.73 W/(m²*K) while EPC calculator library gives 0.3 

W/(m²*K). Considering the fact that EPC Calculator library is the data from ASHRAE and that we 

can find many user comments (that the U-values are different from the standard) in IES website 

forum, we can infer that the IES library might have different calculation criteria. When we use 

the U-values taken from IES library for EPC calculation, the simulation result is much different 

from other tools’ results up to 60%. However, after switching back to EPC Calculator library for 

EPC calculation, we got reliable simulation results within 20% range of other tools’ simulation 

results. 

 

Thus, the difference among the simulation results could be explained by both different material 

library and intrinsic discrepancy between the tools. We suggest the developers of the tools to 

note the source or calculation criteria of their material library.    

 

 
 

 

Figure 29. Comparative study of total Energy Need simulated in different tools [unit: kWh/(m²*yr)] 

-16%          0%          +27%          -14% 
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Figure 30. Comparative study of the heating load calculated in different tools [unit: kWh/(m²*yr)] 

 

 

 
 

Figure 31. Comparative study of the cooling load calculated in different tools [unit: kWh/(m²*yr)] 

 

 

For the second place, we compare the Energy Delivered among these four tools. Again the 

Energy Delivered for cooling calculated from eQUEST is much higher than other tools, which is 

expected since the cooling load calculated from eQUEST is too high. Actually, there is another 

problem in the eQUEST model that the difference between the Energy Need and the Energy 

Delivered is too low, which should not be right (it might be from settings in HVAC system). We 

checked the settings in the model again and change the HVAC EER (EER = COP * 3.413) to match 

the other models and the result seems more consistent. The comparison of the Energy 

Delivered is shown in Figure 32, 33 and 34. 
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Figure 32. Comparative study of Energy Delivered [unit: kWh/(m²*yr)] 

 

 

   
 

Figure 33. Comparative study of Gas consumption [unit: kWh/(m²*yr)] 

 

 

   
 

Figure 34. Comparative study of Electricity consumption [unit: kWh/(m²*yr)] 

  0%             0%            +32%         +21% 
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Lastly, as to the Primary Energy shown in Figure 35, only the calculation from IES is different 

than the result we get from other tools. It might be because of the hand calculation we did, due 

to the lack of primary energy calculation results in IES. However, if we compare the Energy 

Delivered for natural gas and electricity separately, the results seem reliable and all within 20% 

difference. 
 

 
 

Figure 35. Comparative study of Primary energy [unit: kWh/(m²*yr)] 

 

After the comparison of overall Energy Need, Energy Delivered and the Primary Energy of the 

whole year, we also compare the monthly consumptions of natural gas and electricity among 

different tools, as shown in the Figure 36. The graph represents that both gas and electricity 

consumption, simulated by different tools, all follow the same trend throughout the year. 

eQuest keeps showing its relatively higher results than other tools in the monthly consumptions. 

EPC Calculator might have smaller number due to the simulated shape of the building.    

  
 

 
Figure 36. Comparison of monthly simulation results – Natural Gas and Electricity Consumption 
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4. Energy Plus and the Plug-in Simulation Study 
 

 

1) CP + CONTAM 

 

In addition to the previous Design Builder + Energy Plus model, we tried the second Energy 

Plus simulation including air flow around the building. To calculate the influence of 

surrounding buildings, we used a CP program. Since CP runs only in Window XP, we ran 

the simulation in Virtual Box, which allows to use another versions of Window. Then, we 

built a CONTAM model that included the zone and airflow (window and door area and 

infiltration rate) information. We inserted the simulation results of CP into the CONTAM 

simulation setting with the Atlanta weather file and saved the results of CONTAM as 

separate csv files of each airflow path to assign the information to Energy Plus simulation 

setting. Figure 37 shows the condition input to the CP program.    

  

 

 
 

Figure 37. CP input of surrounding condition  
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Figure 38. CP simulation results 

            

        
Figure 39. CONTAM model with zone and airflow information  
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Table 5. Comparison of simulation result details 

 

Table 6. Comparison of simulation result details 

 

Applying CP+CONTAM, the heating load reduces than the first Energy Plus simulation while 

the cooling load increases. The simulation results are described in table 5 and 6. The 

difference in the Energy Plus simulation with CP and CONTAM, might come from 

surrounding building conditions which were not reflected in previous simulations. Since 

the neighboring buildings blocked cold wind from the north, it may have affected the 

heating and cooling load. Also, we can infer that the infiltration might be less than standard 

value, which is quite probable since the Mason building was recently renovated.   

 

 

2) EMS (Shading control) + Energy Plus 

 

To practice the Energy Management System (EMS) module of Energy Plus and to see the 

influence of shading, we decide to implement an example of shading control in one of the 

windows in our building. The window we tested was on the southern façade of the third 

floor of the building, since we would expect the shading installed in this place would have 

the highest impact on heating and cooling load.  

 

We firstly set up the property and control condition of our shading, and attached them to 

the property of the selected window on the southern façade, shown in Figure 30 below. 

Wanting to control the shading according to the zone cooling rate and the sunlight level 

in this zone, we placed two sensors (one for zone cooling rate and one for sunlight angle) 

and one actuator (shading status: on or off) even though the program was written for 

control. Output variables were constrained only to the status of shading and the angle of 

 Energy Plus Energy Plus + CP + CONTAM 

EPC 1  

(Energy Need) 
66 74 

EPC 2 

(Energy Delivered) 
174 136 

EPC 3 

(Primary Energy) 
465 316 

  Energy Plus Energy Plus + CP + CONTAM 

EPC 1  

(Energy Need) 

Heating 18 13 

Cooling 48 61 

EPC 2 

(Energy Delivered) 

Gas 41 14 

Electricity 133 122 
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sunlight. The resulting output is presented in Figure 31 below, which shows that the 

shading can be on/off (6/0).  

 

It is interesting to note that the overall energy consumption per area actually increases 

(from 174.46 to 174.57 kwh/h) after we implement intelligent shading control. To check 

for more details, we found that intelligent shading control caused an increase in the 

heating load but a decrease in the cooling load. This is because the shading blocked the 

sunlight which reduced heating load in winter. A lesson learned is that we should carefully 

design our control algorithm so that it really saves energy.  

 
 

      
 

Figure 40. Addition of shading property in the existing window  

 

 
 

Figure 41. EMS applied simulation results  
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The application of EMS did not significantly affect the overall Energy Plus simulation results 

because we applied it to a small portion of the windows toward the south. However, tracking 

the hourly simulation results, we were able to check the effect of window shading control.  

 

 

  5. Calibration with gas and electricity meter data (JL Chen) 

 

1) Overall calibration problem statement  

 

Based on the logic of minimizing the difference between simulation data and actual 

consumption data, calibration is used to adjust the parameters with uncertain input thus 

to make our simulation model more closely reflect the real building operation conditions. 

For our final project that is about the Mason calibration, since we have two sets of data 

(one is downloaded by Qi from the online system and the other set is from facility manager), 

we split the work that each of us use one set of data for calibration purpose.  

 

2) Methodology and Result of Calibration in EPC with monthly gas and electricity meter data 

 

During the calibration in EPC using Monthly detailed building consumption data, definitely 

the biggest problem we are facing is data. For the detailed monthly data calibration, 

compared to heating and cooling data, electricity is the most complete data we have. 

Overall 10 months of electricity consumption (5 months from 2012 and 5 months from 

2013) is recorded. However, we have noticed consumption data recorded in 2012 is almost 

double compared to the data in 2013 (it turns out that in 2013 they have done ren

ovation works). We choose the electricity consumption data from 2012 for calibration 

since the cooling and heating data we have are all from 2012. For the cooling data, 

we only have two months data from 2012 available and they are all used in the calibration. 

While for the heating data, considering the weather in Atlanta, it also seems weird that the 

heating consumption from January to March are all similar (with within 10% difference). 

Thus, the heating consumption data in March is chosen as it seems the most reasonable 

data we have. Thus, in total, 8 data (5 electricity consumption, 2 cooling, 1 heating) are 

selected for the calibration process. 

 

In the calibration process in EPC, 8 parameters are selected to test first and then the most 

significant 5 parameters are chosen to further see the calibration result. Figure 42 below 

shows the most significant 8 input parameters and their associated boundaries chosen to 

achieve the best result while Figure 43 shows the final value of parameters with the best 

result (Final CV-RMSE Error: 0.20271). The chosen 8 parameters seem reasonable since 

they include the parameters we think have the largest uncertainties in input (U value for 

the construction material), the parameters that have the largest impacts on the electricity 
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consumption (lighting and appliance load) and the parameter related to the HVAC 

operation (heating/cooling set point and COP of the system). As to the detailed source of 

error, it mainly comes from the cooling (27%), then it’s heating (12%) and electricity (2%).   

 

 
Figure 42. Calibration parameters  

 

 
Figure 43. Calibrated value for the combination of parameters 

 

 

After finishing the calibration with 8 parameters, I am also trying to calibrate the model with 

5 parameters to see the difference. Figure 44 below shows the final 5 most significant 

parameters chosen and Figure 45 shows the values associated with it. The Final CV-RMSE 

Error achieved is 0.261, which is 6% worse than the calibration with 8 parameters. And the 

error source distribution is the similar compared to the 8 parameters calibration (cooling has 

highest error while electricity has the lowest). One thing I notice is that while the 

heating/cooling set point and COP of the HVAC system are similar in both 5 parameters and 

8 parameters calibration, the lighting load value and the U value of windows seems have 

more difference between two calibrations. I think it’s because as we have less parameters 

(thus more constraints) to calibrate, definitely the value could impact on the result will have 

larger variance in order to fit the model result with the measured data (e.g. in 8 parameters 

calibration, we have both lighting and appliance load that could affect the electricity 

consumption result, but in 5 parameters calibration, we only have lighting load that could 

affect the electricity consumption result), thus, the calibration process will tend to push the 

calibrated parameters to the extreme to minimize the error. And an interesting conclusion 

drawn from here is that in order to do good calibration, the number of parameters should 

be carefully chosen as i t  wi l l  a ffect  correctness of the calibrated model. Also, in 5 
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parameters calibration, the calibrated U value of window changes a lot compared to the 

calibrate U value in 8 parameters calibration, which further confirms that we have a lot of 

uncertainty during construction input.   

 

 
 

Figure 44. Calibration parameters 

 

 
 

Figure 45. Calibrated value for the combination of parameters 

 

 

3) Calibration in Energy Plus using Monthly detailed building consumption data 

 

Since the calibration in the EPC has already been done to get some general sense about 

which parameter will have a large impact on the calibration result, we have a good start 

when calibrating the Energy Plus file. Figure 46 below shows the most similar set of input 

used in Energy Plus calibration compared to calibration in EPC. One thing worthy to 

mention here is that since Qi recommend me to only calibrate the simple model (design 

builder model with simple HVAC option instead of detailed) for calibrating all the 

heating/cooling load and electricity consumption, I can’t calibrate the parameter 

COP(cooling) like in the EPC calibration. Thus, I choose electric equipment instead because 

in the Energy Plus calibration, the electricity consumption error seems large. Figure 46 and 

47 below shows the input of my first trial parameters and it achieves CV-RMSE with 0.42 

with 0.62, 0.38 and 0.28 lying in the category of cooling, heating and electric consumption. 

As the same with calibration in EPC, the cooling part has the highest error while the electric 

consumption has the lowest error. However, the electric error in the Energy Plus calibration 

seems much higher compared to the EPC, which I am not very clear of why. I think the 

cause might be from the intrinsic design of the different tools.  
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Figure 46. Calibration parameters 

 

 
 

Figure 47. Calibrated value for the combination of parameters 

 

During the calibration in Energy Plus, I am also thinking that whether it’s possible to purely 

calibrate the U values of window, wall and roof first and then use these calibrated 

construction parameters as new input for further calibration of other important parameters. 

After several trials, I am thinking that we might get some problems if we calibrate this way. 

For the first place, I am not sure whether the calibration logic here is right. If we just calibrate 

the U values first, which means that we are just pushing the overall calibrated result to the 

measured data purely considering the uncertainties of materials while ignoring the other 

factors. Also, in the implementation of purely material calibration, I found that actually the 

step size of the algorithm is too usually small to make a detectable impact on the overall 

calibration result. Increasing the boundary values will increase the change of input value at 

each iteration thus to make the Matlab code aware that change of the input could have 

impact on the overall calibration (or the calibration program will stop). However, since 

the discrepancy between the measured data and simulation result is relatively large and we 

are purely attributing all this large discrepancy to the material property (since we only 

calibrate material property in this run), the calibrated U value of different materials will 

usually go wild. Thus, I switch back to method that is to try to find the best combination of 

parameters.  

 

Figure 48 and 49 below show the best combination of parameters in the Energy Plus calibr

ation and it achieves the overall error of 36.9%. 
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Figure 48. Input parameters with best result 

 

 
Figure 49. Calibrated value of the best 5 parameters 

 

6. Calibration with total energy consumption data (SJ Jo) 

  

Since our metered data is not recent and complete, we did second calibration study with total 

energy consumption data (gas and electricity are not separate) provided by the facility 

management office. Same as the first calibration with the separate gas and electricity data, first 

work is EPC Calculator + Matlab, and the second work is Energy Plus + Matlab.  

 

 
 

Figure 50. Total energy consumption data for the Mason building (from Facility Management Office) 
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1) EPC + Matlab Calibration 

 

Figure 51 shows the calibration parameters. After revising the process of the simulation with 

EPC Calculator, we selected the calibration parameters based on the following assumptions: 

 

a. The occupancy of the common area, such as halls, would be much different than we 

expected since there would be some department events or meetings in the common area. 

Our first assumption for the EPC calculation was that students would not use common area 

long time.  

 

b. The appliance load of the lab would be much higher than we expected. We gave the Office 

appliance load (in EPC Calculator REF tab) for the lab, because the REF tab did not contain 

data for lab. However, we observed big size equipment in civil engineering labs which might 

cause bigger appliance load. 

 
c. U-value of material and the assembly might be different in real world because of the 

construction condition. 

 
d. The efficiency of the heating and cooling system might be different in real world because 

of the specific condition of the building. 

 
e. We used average value in REF tab for the infiltration which might be different from the real 

value.       

   

 
Figure 51. Calibration parameters 

 

       
Figure 52. Calibration results 
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Matlab calculation gives a result with 30% error. For the final inputs that Matlab found respond 

to our assumptions. Suggested occupancy of common area (1.39m²/person) tells that halls are 

more frequently used than we firstly assumed (10m²/person). Matlab also demonstrates the 

appliance load is 15 times bigger than our assumption. U-values of the roof and wall were 

similar to the first assumptions, but U-value of the window was only 25% of our first input. 

Infiltration rate decreases to 10% of the base value after the Matlab run.               

 

2) EPC + Matlab Calibration 

 

Figure 53 shows the calibration parameters. After revising the process of the simulation with 

Energy Plus, we selected the calibration parameters based on the following assumptions: 

 

a. The window conductivity might be different in real situation because of the construction 

condition. 

 

b. The efficiency of the heating and cooling system might be different from the catalogue due 

to the specific condition of the building.  

 
c. Infiltration rate might be different from the assumption because of the construction 

condition. 

 
After setting the parameters, we adjusted Matlab code to sum up the Energy Plus meter data 

since it does not provide the total consumption data.    

 

 

 
Figure 53. Calibration parameters 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 54. Calibration results 
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Matlab calculation gives a result with 26% error. For the final inputs that Matlab found respond 

to our assumptions. The results demonstrates that window conductivities are same as we 

expected. However, the COP of our chiller is only about 30% of the initial value while the 

efficiency of the boiler is not different from the first assumption. Infiltration rate is five times 

more than expected. We can infer the actual status of the Mason building with this calibration 

studies.                    

 

 

7. Conclusion and Structure of Team work 

 

A review of the simulation results and tracking the reasons for inconsistencies among the 

tools demonstrate the characteristic and the roll of each tool. For example, our revision shows 

that EPC and eQUEST are optimized for early stage design since they are easy and quick to use 

and cannot run elaborate 3D models while IES or Design Builder + Energy Plus has complex 

process for the simulations, but more accurate and effective for a later-stage design. This 

building simulation study was a good opportunity to explore various simulation tools and their 

characteristics. Also, we could think about better suggestions for each simulation tool and the 

possibilities of interaction with other design tools such as Rhino, Sketch-Up or Revit. Lastly, this 

energy simulation studies allowed us to open the eyes toward energy perspective of a building, 

such as standard scale of energy in daily life or different units of energy.        

 

To proceed our simulation studies, we structured our team work with collective and individual 

analysis. After collective studies about the building and the site, Soo Jeong Jo led the EPC, IES 

calculation and Energy Plus with Plug-in simulations and analysis. Jianli Chen was the lead for 

the eQuest, Energy Plus and EMS simulations and analysis. Comparative study was based on 

the team discussion and finalized by Soo Jeong Jo for EPC, IES, CP and CONTAM part while Jianli 

Chen was responsible for the comparison of the results from IES, eQuest and Energy Plus. In 

the calibration work, we worked in parallel: Soo Jeong Jo used total monthly consumption data 

from the facility management office while Jianli Chen used the monthly gas and electricity 

meter data from Building Technology Lab.   

 


